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a b s t r a c t

Prior Twitter-based electoral research has mostly ignored multi-party contexts and ‘mix tweets’ that
jointly mention more than one party. Hence, we investigate the complex nature of these mix tweets
in a multi-party context, and we argue mix tweeting patterns of users implicitly capture their political
opinions. We predict the political leaning of users based on their mix tweeting patterns in the context
of the 2014 Indian General Election. We have agglomerated 2.4 million tweets from 0.15 million
unique users. Next, we employ a multinomial logit regression model to test the hypothesized causal
relation between mix tweeting patterns and the political leaning of users. Additionally, we also employ
neural network-based algorithms to predict political leaning. Our study demonstrates that user-level
mix-tweeting patterns can reveal the political opinions of Twitter users.

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Twitter, a microblogging platform, allows users to post short
ext messages known as tweets. Thus, millions of users express
nd share their sentiments and opinions on these social me-
ia platforms [1–6]. Extant literature has employed sentiment-
ining techniques of this opinionated text in the context of
roduct reviews or brand perceptions [6,7]. However, opinion
ining can be also employed to other wider topics. Thus, existing

iterature has explored this opinionated text data for analyzing
arious socio-economic events, and electoral study is a dom-
nant theme in this domain. Nowadays, the Twitter platform
llows voters to get engaged in political discourse by contest-
ng or supporting a political statement [8]. This trend has al-
owed information science researchers to analyze the linguistic
ontent of tweets to understand political sentiments. The pi-
neering work, on election forecasting by using Twitter data,
emonstrated that the ‘mere number of messages mentioning a
arty reflects the election result’ [9]. A series of follow-up papers
ttempted to predict election results and challenges associated
ith the same in the context of the USA [10–15], the Nether-

ands [16,17], Singapore [18], the UK [17,19,20], India [21,22] and
enezuela [23].
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In brief, Twitter has emerged as a popular platform for political
discourse. Hence, a plethora of studies explored Twitter data, but
empirical evidence is mixed at best [8]. Consequently, a study
claimed that ‘electoral predictions using the published research
methods on Twitter data are not better than chance’ and listed
‘how (not) to predict elections’ [24]. Similarly, [25] also argued
that the findings of [9] were nothing but ‘contingent on arbitrary
choices of the authors.’ [26] claimed that his attempt to forecast
election results ended up with a ‘lousy paper.’ Twitter-based
research is fraught with the pitfalls of self-section biases and
over-representation of tech-savvy younger generation electorate
on social media platforms [27].

More importantly, a politically active voter can post an innu-
merable number of tweets, but he will be able to cast ‘only one
ote.’ Hence, volumetric analysis of twitter trends for electoral
orecasting has some inherent limitations. For instance, tweet
olume can be a function of ‘competitiveness and money spent
n the race’ [28]. Twitter bots can potentially manipulate the
olitical discourse in an electoral context [29–31]. A few core
sers can propagate fake and extremely biased news on the
witter platform [10,11]. A simplistic volumetric analysis mostly
gnores these finer nuances. Consequently, volumetric analysis at
he aggregate-level might fail to forecast the electoral outcome
ccurately. To overcome this challenge of multiple posts by a
ingle user, we need to probe the political leaning of individ-
al voters [32]. Existing literature has mostly formulated this
roblem as user-classification task [33–35].
Interpreting user’s political leaning on the Twitter platform is

challenging task [36]. Elementary text mining techniques might
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e efficient at ‘retrieving texts’ or counting ‘mere number of mes-
ages’ but have limited capabilities for interpreting the contextual
eaning to extract useful information in the political domain [2,3,
,37–39]. Opinions and sentiments on social media platforms are
ostly conveyed through latent semantics. Consequently, purely
yntactical approaches fail to decipher the contextual meaning of
text [40,41]. Additionally, ‘users may choose not to publicly post
bout their political preference for various social goals’ [42].
We find that existing literature has mostly ignored multi-party

ontexts as well as tweets that jointly mention more than one
arty. Hence, our study has attempted to address these research
aps by predicting the political leaning of individual users based
n their mix tweeting patterns in a multi-party context. Prior
tudies, mostly in a two-party context, have formulated the user-
lassification task as a binary classification problem. For instance,
n the context of the USA, it is a binary classification between
epublicans and democrats [33–35]. On the contrary, the political
entiments of users in a multi-party context, such as India, is not
binary classification task [19,22].
We find that social media users frequently mention more

han one party within a tweet. Thus, we define a tweet as a
ix tweet if it jointly refers more than one party. We demon-
trate that mix tweets can reveal the political leaning of users
n a multi-party context. Syntactical approaches will fail to ex-
ract useful information from these mix tweets, and thus, prior
tudies mostly ignored them. For instance, two sentences, with
esembling lexical behavior, might look similar from the bag-of-
ords perspective, such as ‘iPhone 12 is expensive but nice’ and

iPhone 12 is nice but expensive’. However, in reality, they bear
pposite polarity [40,43]. Similarly, in political contexts, a tweet
Party A is better than Party B’ is similar to ‘Party B is better
han Party A’ from the bag-of-words perspective. However, the
olitical leanings of these two sentences are diagonally opposite.
he former (latter) tweet conveys positive (negative) sentiments
bout Party A (Party B) and negative (positive) sentiments about
arty B (Party A). We explore these mix tweets and hypothesize
he relationship between user-level mix tweeting pattern and
heir political orientation. On the methodological front, we have
mployed regression modeling as well as deep learning-based
lgorithms to decipher the user’s political leaning. Our modeling
as considered user-level mix tweeting patterns as input vari-
bles. We set our study in India. To the best of our knowledge,
one of the prior studies has considered mix tweeting pattern of
ndividual users to predict their political sentiments. Considering
he user-level mix tweeting pattern as an input variable in a
ulti-party context is the core contribution of our study.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-

ides the literature review of electoral studies and identifies
he research gap in the existing literature. Section 3 elucidates
he complexities of the Indian political landscape, major po-
itical parties, and the nature of Twitter data in a multi-party
ontext. Sections 4 and 5 offer an exhaustive analysis of mix
weets both at the aggregate and at the user level, respectively.
ection 6 reports our proposed hypotheses. Sections 7 and 8
iscuss our regression-based approach and neural network-based
pproach, respectively, and subsequently, the findings from these
wo-pronged approaches. Section 9 suggests a few managerial
nd social implications of our findings and concludes by identify-
ng a few potential avenues for future research.

. Electoral studies using social media data: A literature re-
iew

In recent times, Twitter has emerged as a dominant platform
or political deliberations not only for candidates or political
arties but also for ordinary voters to voice their opinions and
2

express their sentiments [8,28]. For instance, during the 2016 USA
Presidential Election, both Clinton and Trump have used the Twit-
ter platform ‘to express their positions, to attack each other, to
retweet endorsements, to encourage people to vote, to give news
pre-views, and a lot more’ [44]. Twitter-based Electoral research
can be classified into two streams, namely election forecasting
by using Twitter data and predicting the political orientation of
social media users. [45] and [8] have done a systematic literature
review of this domain. In this section, we are elucidating the
challenges associated with the election forecasting studies, and
subsequently, we explore how some of these challenges can be
addressed. In brief, we identify the research gap in the existing
literature and offer our proposed solution.

Prior electoral studies have explored Twitter data across a
wide range of countries. A significant portion of the prior stud-
ies is in the context of the UK [17,19,20,46] or the USA [10,
11,14,24,32]. In other words, prior studies were mostly in the
context of advanced nations — expect a few studies in the
context of India [21,22] or Venezuela [23]. Existing literature
has employed volumetric analysis, sentiment analysis, and also
a combined approach to predict the election results [9,14,21,22,
47]. A few studies also probed how political candidates use the
Twitter platform during the election. For instance, [17] noted that
Dutch politicians embraced the interactive potential of Twitter in
comparison to U.K. candidates. Similarly, in the context of 2016
U.S. Presidential election, a study probed the tweeting pattern
and frequencies of Clinton vis-à-vis Trump [44]. Another study
explained how Trump dominated the unpaid media market [48].
However, except these few exceptions, like [17,44,48], mostly
the literature focused on election forecasting by probing the
political deliberations on the Twitter platform. As we noted ear-
lier, one of the initial electoral studies in the German context
concluded that ‘mere number of messages mentioning a party
reflects the election result’ [9]. Accordingly, a series of initial
studies followed this approach and performed volumetric anal-
ysis [16,18,22]. In addition to volumetric analysis, a few studies
also consider a sentiment-based approach. For instance, a study
in the USA context claimed that ‘simple sentiment detector based
on Twitter data replicates consumer confidence and presidential
job approval polls’ [14]. Another study in the context of the Irish
General election argued that combining volume-based analysis
and sentiment analysis by using supervised learning can predict
election results [47]. Some of these studies found encouraging
results, whereas others were not conclusive [8,45]. For instance,
in the Singapore General election, [18] observe that the efficiency
of Twitter data for election forecasting is higher at the national
level in comparison to the constituency level.

We argue that one of the potential reasons for the inconsis-
tencies in the election forecasting studies can be due to dispro-
portionate participation by users. For example, [11] noted that
only 0.1% of social media users accounted for nearly 80% of fake
news sources shared during the 2016 U.S. Presidential election.
Other studies also confirm the presence of core or influential
users who aggressively post rumors or extremely biased news
to support their favored candidate during the U.S. Presidential
elections [10,13,32]. Similarly, a study in the context of the French
Presidential election observed ‘profiles that are currently deleted
from Twitter were among the most active and central nodes
. . . suggesting the presence of social bots’ [31]. Interestingly, [9]
noted that ‘only 4% of all users accounted for more than 40%’ of
the social media discussion in the German context. This pattern
leads to the puzzling question — whether the ‘mere number of
messages’ was an indicator of 40% or 4% of the users? In other
words, the volumetric analysis of party-wise tweets might not be
an accurate indicator of electoral forecasting.

We find that this issue of multiple tweets from the same
user is prevalent beyond the USA context, such as the Dutch
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enate election [16], German Federal election [9,30], Singapore
lection [18], and so on. For example, [18] considered 110,815
olitical tweets from a set of 20,000 unique users. Similarly, [32]
onsidered 250,000 tweets from 20,000 users, that is, roughly 12
weets per user. This pattern strongly suggests that some users
ave tweeted multiple times. In this context, [32] cautioned that
predictions were not to be made by aggregating Twitter data,’ but
e need to probe the political orientation of these unique users.
therwise, the accuracy of election forecasting will be ‘contingent
n arbitrary choices of the authors’ [25]. For instance, during
he French Presidential election, right-wing voters were more
ctive on the Twitter platform [31]. Hence, to nullify the effects
f these core and active users, we need to explore the political
pinion of individual voters instead of aggregate-level volumetric
nalysis [49].
Some of the prior studies have investigated the political orien-

ation of the voters. [33] tried to classify the political orientations
f the USA voters by manually building a list of hashtags and
pplied a stacked-SVM-based binary classifier. Follow-up studies,
uch as [34] and [35], also emphasized the lexical usage of users.
or instance, [34] found that the SVM-based model predicted
he political affiliation of the USA voters with 91% accuracy.
owever, [50] found that Bayesian volume-based predictions out-
erformed SVM in the context of the U.K. election. In addition
o SVM or Naive Bayes classifier [27,33,50], prior studies have
lso considered boosted decision trees or latent Dirichlet allo-
ation (LDA) [36,51]. Broadly these studies proposed a machine
earning framework by using user-centric features for large-scale
lassification of social media users [35].
Prior studies also probed the social linkages of a user [52]

r retweeting pattern of users [53] to predict the political ori-
ntation of voters. [52] suggested that considering multiple and
eterogeneous types of social links, instead of a single type of
ink, will be a better predictor of one’s political ideology. In
ther words, network affiliation influences the polarization of
oter preference [12]. Similarly, [49] investigated the interaction
atterns of users to predict the political preference, and found
hat this approach is on par with the human annotators in the
ontext of Albertan and Pakistani General Election.
Another set of studies employed a topic-based or theme-based

pproach. For instance, [54] focused on polarized topics, which
require the user to side exclusively with one position’ and em-
loyed the same to identify ‘polarized users’. Subsequently, they
etected ‘polarized keywords’ ‘by monitoring the activities of
reviously classified users’ in the context of Italian and European
arliament Election. Similarly, [55] analyzed the Twitter activity
f 32 U.S. politicians around 2016 U.S. presidential election and
mployed a weakly supervised method for understanding the
rientation of prominent U.S. politicians on issues such as abor-
ion, gun control, immigration, and so on. Extant literature mostly
robed the linguistic content of Twitter deliberations. However,
n interesting study predicted the political opinion of users by
onsidering non-lexical features, such as ‘users’ discourse pat-
erns (proportion of Tweets that are retweets or replies) and
heir rate of use of capitalization and punctuation’ [56]. [56]
rgued that these non-lexical features could reveal the politi-
al alignment of users. To sum up, Twitter data allows us to
nvestigate the political orientation of voters, and the accuracy
evel of predictions from Twitter data is comparable to traditional
ethods of opinion polling [57].

.1. Research gap

Our review of Twitter-based electoral studies elucidates some
f the inherent limitations of Twitter data in the electoral context.
ne of the significant limitations is the overwhelming presence of
3

active users. This disproportionate participation by social media
users can be addressed by investigating the political opinion of
individual users, which is also known as the user-classification
task in the literature. Our literature review reveals two research
gaps in the existing literature.

First, ‘the vast majority of the existing methods on ideol-
ogy detection on social media have oversimplified the prob-
lem as a binary classification problem (i.e., liberal vs. conserva-
tive)’ [52]. Extant literature on user-classification is mostly in
the context of the U.S., where users are predominantly from
two opposing camps. These USA-based studies have conceptu-
alized this problem as a binary classification task [33,35]. For
example, [33] considered the ‘user-property classification tasks as
binary classification problems and built separate binary classifiers
for each attribute’ in the USA context. However, it is worth
noting that user-classification is not a binary classification task
in a multi-party context. There are hardly any electoral stud-
ies, except a few like [19,22], which considered the multi-party
context. [19] highlighted the limitations of using Twitter in a
multi-party context, such as the U.K., in the presence of regional
parties. Similarly, [22] also considered the multi-party context in
their econometric modeling. However, [19,22] explored political
deliberations on the Twitter platform from the perspective of
electoral forecasting. To the best of our knowledge, none of the
prior studies in political domain probed user-classification in a
multi-party context.

Second, existing literature mostly ignores mix tweets. For
example, [16] argued that ‘the quality of the data collection’ can
be improved ‘by removing . . . tweets mentioning more than one
party name.’ In other words, prior studies have mostly considered
a simplistic tweet (e.g. the leaders of Party A are efficient) and
ignored a complex tweet that jointly mentioned more than one
party (e.g. the leaders of Party A are more efficient than Party
B). However, a significant portion of political deliberations on
the Twitter platform jointly mention more than one party for
comparative purpose — especially in a multi-party context.

Our paper attempts to address both the research gaps men-
tioned above by predicting the political ideology of a user by
investigating user-level mix tweeting patterns in a multi-party
context. Therefore, our research question is: Can we predict the
political leanings of users based on their mix tweeting patterns?

We demonstrate that a mix tweeting pattern of an individual
user can reveal her political ideology in a multi-party context. A
study in the context of the 2015 cricket world has considered the
joint mentioning of two cricket teams for user-classification [58].
However, extant literature has not investigated the relationship
between mix tweets and political ideology. [9] carried out some
elementary analysis of joint mentioning (of two parties) at the
aggregate level but not at the user-level. Our corpus revealed
that joint mentioning of two, as well as more than two parties,
by voters is quite frequent in a multi-party context. Thus, we
attempt to predict the political leaning by probing the user-level
mix tweeting pattern, and considering mix tweeting patterns as
the input variable is the novelty of our study.

On the methodology front, existing literature has mostly used
machine learning-based classification algorithms like support
vector machine (SVM) or boosted decision trees (BDT), and a
few recent studies have employed convolutional neural network
for the classification task [23,35,36]. We are applying regres-
sion modeling as well as neural network-based classification
algorithms for our analysis. Neural network models, such as deep-
learning techniques, are efficient for complex tasks, but they
are difficult to interpret. On the contrary, regression modeling
allows us to understand the causality between input variables and
the predicted output. Thus, our two methodologies complement
each other. We hardly find any study in the user-classification
domain that has employed both regression analysis as well as
deep learning-based classification.
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. Research context: India’s 2014 general election

Twitter is a popular social media platform in India. Conse-
uently, prior studies considered the Indian context for various
ocio-economic issues [21,59–61]. Thus, we consider the 2014
ndian General Election for our study. Considering India’s vast
lectorate, the 2014 General Election was conducted in nine
hases (from April 7, 2014, to May 12, 2014) for 543 parliamen-
ary constituencies [22]. The political landscape of India displays
n intricate relationship between different national and regional
arties. Two major alliances, namely, the National Democratic Al-
iance (NDA) led by the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP) and the United
Progressive Alliance (UPA) led by the India National Congress
(INC), were the frontrunners in this election [22]. Smaller regional
parties form electoral alliances with leading national parties to
remain politically relevant in the national context [22]. For ex-
ample, the NDA was an alliance between the BJP (which was
he main opposition party) and other smaller regional parties.
imilarly, the UPA was also an alliance between the INC (which

was the ruling party in the previous term) and a few other
regional parties. The presence of multiple parties in the Indian
context provided us with a natural setting to explore our research
question. Interestingly, the Aam Aadmi Party (AAP) was formed
in 2013 by a few social activists who created a significant buzz
on social media [22]. However, the strong social media presence
of AAP was not an accurate indicator of their electoral perfor-
mance [22]. Ex-ante, this evidence confirms that the volumetric
analysis might be misleading because the social media presence
can be a function of an aggressive social media campaign by a few
active users [28]. We have also extracted the data for a few other
prominent regional parties like the All India Trinamool Congress,
Communist Party of India, Samajwadi Party, YSR Congress Party,
etc. However, we put all these parties, with a scarce presence on
social media, into the ‘Other Parties’ (OTH) category.

We have also probed the Twitter data of the 2019 General
election, but incidentally, the Twitter deliberation was mostly
bi-polar in 2019. NDA ensured a landslide victory in the 2019
election. Apart from the two major alliances, namely NDA and
UPA, the presence of other regional parties on social media plat-
forms was scant for a large scale analysis. For instance, AAP lost
its political relevance as well as its presence on social media
platforms. Lack of sufficient mix tweet data did not allow us to
consider the 2019 election in our analysis.

3.1. Data description

We extracted our data by using the Twitter search API during
the period March 15, 2014, to May 12, 2014 (i.e., polling date
for the last phase). The election results were declared only on
May 16, 2014. Hence, we did not consider data beyond May
12, 2014. Our initial set of hundred-odd crawling keywords in-
cluded the names of political parties, names of prominent lead-
ers, and Twitter handles of politically influential users. Some of
the prominent keywords from this list were ‘Arvind’ (a leading
political personality from AAP), ‘BJP’, ‘Cong’ (an abbreviation of
Congress or INC), ‘Manmohan’(the first name of the previous
prime minister), ‘Modi’ (the surname of the prime ministerial
candidate from BJP), ‘Rahul’ (the first name of the prime min-
isterial candidate from INC), ‘NDA’, ‘UPA’ and so on. However,
this set of static keywords could not capture various temporal
trends during our study period. Thus, we regularly updated our
list of crawling keywords by incorporating temporal trends and
hashtags during our entire study period. Some of the popular
hashtags which emerged during the electoral campaigns were
‘#AAPPositive’, ‘#MyVoteForCongress’, ‘#WeWantModi’, and so on.
Additionally, there were another set of hashtags, which were
4

Fig. 1. Disproportionate participation of users. (Y-axis Twitter Volume % and
X-axis User %).

very temporal. For instance, when Narendra Modi visited the
Varanasi parliamentary constituency, then the hashtag ‘#Modi-
InVaranasi’ became viral for a few days around his visit. In the
data preprocessing stage, we have eliminated duplicate tweets,
punctuation marks, non-alphanumeric characters, and URL links
for our subsequent analysis.

Finally, for the analysis purpose, we have considered 2.4 mil-
lion tweets from 0.15 million unique users. As we pointed out
earlier, Twitter deliberations in the political domain are often
characterized by disproportionate participation by social media
users [9,11,27]. Accordingly, our Indian research context is no
different. Fig. 1 reports the user-wise distribution of our data
where the X-axis and Y -axis denote the user-wise and volume-
wise distribution, respectively. We have noted an exponential
nature of participation by social media users. For instance, 80%
of users in our corpus accounted for less than 20% of the tweet
volume. Interestingly, just the top 5% of users accounted for
58.9% of the total tweets. Our pattern of skewed participation is
comparable to prior electoral studies [9,27].

Following the prior election-related studies [9,22,35], we fo-
cused on context-specific prototypical words, which are mostly
polarized keywords, for party-wise classification of the corpus.
Initially, we generated the list of most frequent words in our
corpus. Next, we identified and labeled the unambiguous party-
specific keywords from that list. In our exhaustive party-wise
context-specific corpus, we considered all possible inflectional
forms as well as context-specific synonyms of a word. For in-
stance, India National Congress (INC) was the main opposition
party, and social media users have used multiple inflectional
forms such as Congress, Cong., and INC. We consider all of them
in our list of party-specific keywords. A standard lemmatization
process or a standard vocabulary will not be able to capture
this diverse and complex nature of our data. So, we rely on our
proprietary context-specific corpus.

We consider the linguistic content of each tweet based on our
corpus of party-related ‘prototypical words’ [35]. For instance, if a
tweet contains only AAP-related keywords (and keywords related
to the UPA, NDA, and OTH are absent), then it is classified as an
exclusive AAP-related tweet, and similarly for other parties [22].
However, if a tweet contains keywords which are related to more
than one party, then it is classified as a MIX tweet. Table 1 eluci-
dates this process by using different color codes. Our classification
is a function of the occurrences of party-wise keywords within a
tweet where each tweet should be labeled either as an AAP, UPA,
NDA, OTH (Others), or MIX tweet (refer to the column ‘Mix Tweet:
Yes or No?’ in Table 1). Subsequently, we are also labeling a MIX
tweet based on parties mentioned within the tweet (refer to the

column ‘Final Category’ in Table 1).
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able 1
llustrative examples of tweet classifications.
Sl. No. Sample tweets (from multiple users) Mix tweet: Yes or No? Final category

1 Pl give one chance to aap, Delhi govt powers r limited, but they did enough, Pl think
frm ur own mind not frm others mind.be Indian

Not a mix tweet AAP

2 BJP PM candidate Narendra Modi will address a massive rally in Wardha, Maharashtra
today.

Not a mix tweet NDA

3 BJP releases comprehensive chargesheet against Congress led UPA government. YES NDA-UPA (NU)

4 BJP’s much hyped ‘‘protest’’ against AAP was a big fiasco! Even their own councilors
and MLAs did not attend.

YES AAP-NDA (AN)

5 AIADMK, DMK need support of Congress to get things done: P Chidambaram - The
Economic Times

YES UPA-OTH (UO)

6 BSP, AIADMK, BJD, RJD will win more seats then (sic) AAP that to without complaining
media or using it. #IntolerantAAP

YES AAP-OTH (AO)

7 CPI(M) MANIFESTO APPEALS TO ALL Reject Congress, Defeat BJP- Vote for CPI(M).
Strengthen the Left For a Secular and Democratic Alternative

YES NDA-UPA-OTH
(NAO)

8 While in AAP it is a tough job to find a bad candidate, in BJP and Congress tough to
locate good candidates.

YES AAP-NDA-UPA
(ANU)

Note: Relevant party-wise keywords (within a tweet) are color-coded as follows, AAP-Related Keywords, NDA-Related Keywords, UPA-Related Keywords and
eywords for Other Parties.
. Prevalence of mix tweets in Indian multi-party context

Fig. 2 plots the volumetric trend of our data. The vertical axis
eports the tweet counts, and it reveals that there are roughly
0,000 tweets/day in our corpus. This figure also reveals that
he social media presence of NDA (i.e. the orange area) was
ignificantly higher than the rest of the parties, and twitter de-
iberation about OTH parties (i.e. red area) was not so significant.
his trend justifies our classification of tweet corpus into four
olitical categories, namely AAP, UPA, NDA, and OTH. The gray
rea reports the presence of MIX tweets in our corpus (refer to
able 1). Interestingly, mix tweets represent a significant portion
f our corpus. Hence, Fig. 2 highlights the prevalence and relevance
f mix tweets in our multi-party research context.
Next, we probe the number of unique users per party per day.

n Fig. 3, the dotted black line indicates the total numbers of
nique users on a specific day, whereas the area chart represents
he party-wise break-up of these unique users. For example,
f one user posts, say, n numbers of UPA-related tweets (and
othing else) in a day, then we consider her as ‘one unique user’
or the UPA Party on that particular day. On the same day, if
nother user posts one exclusive tweet for the UPA, and one
ix tweet (where she compares UPA with NDA), then we have
ounted her twice (for two different categories – UPA and MIX)
s ‘unique user.’ In other words, this second user would feature
wo times (in two different categories) in the area chart, but
he would feature only once in the dotted black line. Similarly,
supporter of NDA can appreciate NDA (by posting a positive

weet) and criticizes UPA (which will have a negative sentiment)
n the same day. This active user is posting two tweets for two
ifferent categories (i.e. NDA and UPA) on the same day. Fig. 3
ighlights that the total number of unique users (i.e. the dotted
lack line) is consistently lower than the summation of category-
ise unique users (i.e. the outer edge of the area chart). Hence,
igs. 1 and 3 jointly suggest that active users have not only
weeted multiple times but also they have posted different types
f tweets according to our proposed classification. Interestingly,
ix tweet (i.e. gray area) volume is broadly higher than AAP

i.e. blue area), UPA (i.e. green area) and OTH (i.e. red area). This
trongly suggests that a significant portion of our active users are
osting mix tweets. Hence, Fig. 3 highlights the importance of
robing mix tweets and the political orientation of users.
To explore this further, we have extracted structured infor-

ation of all 0.15 million users by collating all tweets posted by
hem during our entire study period, and it reveals an intricate
5

Table 2
Frequency of mix tweets which jointly mention two parties.

UPA AAP Other Parties

NDA 11.5% 6.5% 5.9%
UPA – 2.1% 2.3%
AAP – – 0.5%

pattern. One user can hypothetically post five types of tweets,
namely, NDA, AAP, UPA, OTH, and MIX Tweets. Moreover, mix
tweets can be of 11 classes (mentioning any 2 parties from the set
of 4 parties + mentioning any 3 parties from the set of 4 parties).
Refer to Figs. 4b and 4c for a detailed discussion.

We find that roughly 28.8% of our corpus jointly mentioned
two parties, and 6.0% tweets mentioned three parties (see Table 2
for the detailed break-up of 28.8%). We also observe that an in-
significant 0.5% tweets mentioned all four parties. However, most
of them are junk tweets, which simply used multiple trending
political hashtags. Hence, we have not considered them for our
analysis. Table 2 strongly indicates that mix tweeting is prevalent
in a multi-party context, but these mix tweets are not suitable for
automatic processing.

In such situations, we can employ computational intelligence
techniques which combines commonsense computing and lin-
guistics to decipher the political sentiments of social media users.
Commonsense computing emphasizes the obvious things that
people usually know, and most of the times leave unstated [4,39].
When social media users communicate with each other on the
Twitter platform, then they have a common understanding of the
background knowledge — how one object/concept is related to
another object/concept [4]. Thus, we also need to consider how
political parties relate to each other. As we mentioned earlier,
the Indian context is a ‘multi-party system with relatively high
fragmentation (regional parties have a strong presence only in
certain parts of the country)’ [22]. For example, in the 2014
General election, 464 political parties contested, and around 300
parties participated in less than 5 seats out of a total of 543
seats [22]. Electoral alliances between political parties in India
are formed well in advance to remain politically relevant in the
national context. As we already noted, NDA was an alliance be-
tween the BJP and other regional parties. Similarly, the UPA was
also an alliance between the INC and a few other regional parties.
This fine-grained understanding of the Indian context enables us
to assimilate how one political orientation/ideology is related to
another orientation/ideology [4].
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. User-level mix tweeting pattern

This section probes the complexity of the mix tweeting pat-
erns at the user level. For the sake of brevity and clarity, we are
eporting the tweeting patterns of 10 randomly selected users.
he identities of these users are masked, and they are labeled
s User_1 to User_10. Figs. 4a, 4b, and 4c report the user-level
weeting pattern of these 10 randomly selected users through
he Chord diagram. Chord diagram allows representing complex
nter-relationships between entities graphically. Entities are ar-
anged circularly, and relationships between entities are depicted
hrough connecting arcs.

A unique color depicts each entity along the circumference of
he circle. We are reporting two types of entities, namely users
i.e. 10 representative users) and their tweeting patterns. Our
hord diagrams are delineating the tweet distribution pattern
f these 10 representative users. The length of the archs, in
hese diagrams, is proportional to the tweet volume of different
ategories. For instance, in Fig. 4a, the length of the arc of User_4
depicted by the color green) is longer than User_6 (depicted by
he color red). This indicates User_4 has tweeted more number of
weets than User_6 during our study period.

Similarly, the length of the MIX tweet arc (depicted by the
olor black) is longer than the remaining 4 categories, namely
DA, UPA, AAP, and OTH. Hence, the cumulative volume of mix
weets by these 10 representative users is higher than the re-
aining 4 categories. As we noted earlier, mix tweets can be of
1 types, but reporting all of them in one diagram will make
he graphics incomprehensible. Thus, the first chord diagram, i.e.
ig. 4a, reports all (i.e., 11 types of) mix tweets under one category
MIX). From Fig. 4a, we can also interpret that User_4 has mostly
6

osted 4 types of tweets: NDA-related tweets, UPA-related tweets,
IX tweets, and only a few tweets for OTH parties.
However, we want to probe the mix tweeting pattern of

hese 10 representative users. Hence, the second chord diagram,
.e. Fig. 4b, delineates the mix tweeting pattern of these users.
n this chord diagram, we focus on joint mentioning of two
arties (6 types) and reports joint mentioning of 3 or 4 parties
nder one category (mentioned as 3/4 PARTY ). Kindly note that
ig. 4b is not reporting the exclusive tweets posted by these users
for graphical clarity and ease of interpretability). For instance,
ig. 4b reveals that User_4 has mostly posted MIX tweets, which
entioned NDA and UPA (i.e. NU). Similarly, User_2 has mainly
osted MIX tweets that jointly mentioned AAP and NDA (i.e. AN).
Subsequently, the third chord diagram, i.e. Fig. 4c, delineates

he joint mentioning of 3 or 4 parties; and it is not reporting
he exclusive tweets and joint mentioning of two parties (for
isual clarity). For instance, User_4 has mostly mentioned NDA,
PA, and AAP (i.e. NUA) in Fig. 4c. This is in accordance to her
weeting pattern in Fig. 4b, where User 4 mostly mentioned NU.
hese simple graphical representations, especially Figs. 4b and 4c,
lucidate the complexity of user-level mix tweeting patterns in a
ulti-party context. Hence, predicting the political sentiments of

hese users based on their mix tweeting pattern is a challenging
ask. We consider the underlying principles of computational
ntelligence techniques to hypothesize the relationship between
olitical orientation and mix tweeting patterns in the following
ection.

. Mix tweets and political sentiments: Hypotheses

Commonsense computing highlights the importance of shared
nderstanding about the background knowledge [4,39]. In our
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esearch context, this background knowledge is the political ri-
alry and ideologies of major parties that voters know, and most
f the time, they do not mention it explicitly. For instance, NDA
nd UPA were two leading contenders in the 2014 Indian elec-
ion, and they had ideological differences. The political analyst
ound that UPA mostly ‘counts on the lower social orders as
ts most important voting bloc’. On the contrary, BJP and its
oalition ‘represent the socially privileged, the educated, and
igh-income groups [62]. The Hindu-nationalist ideology of BJP
ignificantly differs from the political ideology of INC [62,63].
owever, in the 2014 election, ‘BJP for the most part kept quiet
bout Hindu nationalism’ and focused on the ‘Congress-led gov-
rnment’s corruption and poor performance, particularly the slow
rowth, unemployment, and inflation’ [63]. The BJP and INC ‘faced
ach other in 189 head-to-head contests, and the BJP won 166 of
hese’ parliamentary constituencies [63]. This trend is effectively
etting captured in our distribution of mix tweets. For instance,
1.5% of our corpus jointly mentioned the NDA and UPA within
tweet, which reveals their relevance and competitive rivalry in

ndian politics (see Table 2).
We observe that mix tweets are mostly a comparative evalua-

ion of major political parties. For instance, a supporter of Party A
ould prefer to compare Party A with other political competitors
uch as ‘the election manifesto of Party A is more inclusive than Party
(or more inclusive than both Party B and Party C). This will give
political advanatge to Party A. However, this supporter of Party
would not be interested in posting a tweet like ‘the economic

rowth was higher during the regime of Party B in comparison to
arty C’. This second tweets compares the economic performance
f Party B in comparison to Party C. Comparative evaluation
etween Party B and Party C will not give any political advanatge
o Party A. Thus, there will be a negative likelihood of the joint
7

mentioning of Party B and Party C from the supporter of Party
A. This common background knowledge allows us to hypothesize
the political opinion of users based on their mix tweeting pattern.
Similar to [58], our notations and assumptions for our proposed
hypotheses are as follows:

i = Party i where i ∈ I and I = {1, . . . , n}. In our context I =

{AAP, NDA, UPA, OTH}. Thus, n = 4.
j = User j (j = 1, . . . , N)
C (n, k) = the number of k-combinations from a given set S of

elements
mi1 i2j = mth mix tweet which jointly mentions Party i1 and

arty i2 by User j. mi1i2j can be of C (4,2) in our context, i.e., joint
entioning of 2 parties from a set of 4 parties (AAP, NDA, UPA,
TH). Similarly, mi1 i2 i3j = mth mix tweet which jointly mentions
arty i1, Party i2, and Party i3 by User j. mi1i2i3j can be of C (4,3)
ypes in our context. Hence, we hypothesize,

ypothesis 1 (Regarding Joint Mentioning of Two Parties). A sup-
orter of Party ip will have

a. a higher propensity to post mix tweets such as mipi1j, mipi2j
. . . mip in−1j and

b. a negative propensity to post mix tweets such as mi1i2j,
mi2i3j . . . min−2 in−1j where i ∈ I and I = {p, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1}
j = 1, . . . ,N .

ypothesis 2 (Regarding Joint Mentioning of Three Parties). A sup-
orter of Party ip will have

a. a higher propensity to post mix tweets such as mipi1i2j,
m , . . . , m . . . m and
ipi1 i3j ipi2i3j ip in−2 in−1j
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b. a negative propensity to post mix tweets such as mi1 i2 i3j,
mi1 i2 i4j, . . . min−3in−2 in−1j where i ∈ I and I = {p, 1, 2, . . . , n−

1} j = 1, . . . ,N .

In the Indian context, these hypotheses can be presented in a
abular format (refer to Table 3).

. Predicting political sentiment by using multinomial logit
egressional

The Hypotheses 1 and 2 predict a causal relation between
ix tweeting pattern and political opinion. We have employed a
ultinomial logit (MNL) regression model to test the above causal

elations. MNL models can consider unordered categorical out-
omes as the dependent variable. Here, the categorical outcomes
or our econometric modeling are NDA supporter, AAP supporter,
PA supporter, and Supporter of Other parties (OTH).
We have coded these outcomes as 1, 2, 3, and 4 (these numer-

cal values are arbitrary and unordered). Considering i = Party i
here i ∈ I and I = {AAP, NDA, UPA, OTH} and j = User j (j = 1, . . . ,
) the explanatory variables for our MNL models are as follows,
Vi1 i2.j = Volume of mix tweets which jointly mention Party i1

nd Party i2by User j
Vi1 i2.i3.j = Volume of mix tweets which jointly mention Party

1, Party i2and Party i3by User j
Our dependent variable DV PLj is the political leaning of user j.

hus, our user-level estimation models to predict political lean-
ngs are as follows,

or Hypothesis 1 : DV = α +

∑
β.V + error ∀i, j
PLj i1 i2.j

8

or Hypotheses 1 & 2 : DVPLj = α +

∑
β1.Vi1i2.j

+

∑
β2.Vi1 i2.i3.j + error ∀i, j

.1. Dependent variable for multinomial logit models

Our dependent variable is the political opinion (or political
eaning) of a voter. Following prior studies, such as [50,64], we
onsider the volume-based approach to classifying a user’s po-
itical sentiment. [50] has noted that ‘tweets referring to one
ame of the party or its leader’ can effectively capture political
iews. Thus, [50] has counted ‘the frequencies referencing parties
or party leaders) in a user’s tweets and then assigned the most
requently referenced party to the user’s political party.’

Similarly, [64] has also explored political leanings through
he ‘usage of manually selected, highly partisan hashtags.’ Inter-
stingly, the classification accuracies of [50,64] are comparable
ith the machine-learning-based approach of [34] and [35]. Our
otations for the volume-based classifier are as follows,
i = Party i where i ∈ I and I = {1, . . . , n}
j = User j (j = 1, . . . , N)
Vij = Volume of the total number of tweets for Party i by User

mij = mth tweet posted for Party i by User j (mij = 1, . . . , V ij)
SVij = Share/percentage of tweets for Party i by User j

Vij =
Vij∑ ∀i, j

i∈I Vij
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Table 3
Tabular presentation of Hypotheses 1 and 2.
Political sentiment Hypothesis 1a Hypothesis 1b Hypothesis 2a Hypothesis 2b

Higher propensity Negative propensity Higher propensity Negative propensity

AAP Supporter AN, AU, AO NU, NO, UO ANU, ANO, AUO NUO
NDA Supporter AN, NU, NO AU, AO, UO ANU, ANO, NUO AUO
UPA Supporter AU, NU, UO AN, NO, AO ANU, AUO, NUO ANO
Supporter of OTH AO, NO, UO AN, NU, AU ANO, AUO, NUO ANU

Note: AN: AAP-NDA, AU.: AAP-UPA, AO.: AAP-Others, NU: NDA-UPA, NO: NDA-Others, UO: UPA-Others, ANU: AAP-NDA-UPA,
ANO: AAP-NDA-Others, AUO: AAP-UPA-Others, NUO: NDA-UPA-Others.
P

PVj = Volume-based political leaning of User j

Vj = Max
i∈I

[SVij] = Max
i∈I

[
Vij∑
i∈I Vij

]∀j

Say, if a voter posts N tweets and n of them exclusively mention
Party i1, and m1,m2,m3 tweets for Party i2, Party i3 and Party i4,
respectively (where n>m1,m2,m3 and N = n + m1 + m2 + m3),
hen we classify her as a supporter of Party i1. However, if she
osts n tweets for both the Party i1 and Party i2, the remaining

(N − 2n) tweets for the Party i3 and Party i4, and n ≥ (N − 2n)/2,
hen we label her as a non-classifiable user. We have assumed
hat n is always the maximum (or jointly maximum) volume of
weets across 4 political parties. To avoid a potential endogeneity
roblem, we have considered only exclusive tweets (not MIX
weets) for our dependent variable.

.2. Results and discussion

Our entire corpus has 0.15 million unique users, but our
olume-based classifier was able to label (or classify) the political
9

sentiment of around 0.12 million users (and the remaining users
were non-classifiable — mostly due to an insufficient number
of exclusive tweets). However, we note that a significant portion
of these 0.12 million users did not tweet mix tweets. Hence,
we did not consider these users in our regression analysis since
these users are not appropriate for our analysis. Our final sample,
thus, for MNL regression analysis, includes 51,091 users who have
posted MIX tweets (in Table 4).

We use the statistical software STATA for our regression anal-
ysis - specifically the STATA command ‘mlogit’. As we mentioned
earlier, the dependent variable in our MNL models is the political
orientation of users (i.e. NDA supporter, AAP supporter, UPA sup-
porter, and Supporter of OTH), and these are unordered categorical
outcomes. We have coded these political leanings as 1, 2, 3, and
4. However, these numerical values are arbitrary and unordered
because ‘mlogit’ estimates a set of coefficients, β (1), β (2), β (3) and
β (4), corresponding to each outcome as follows,

r (y = 1) =
eXβ(1)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
eXβ + eXβ + eXβ + eXβ
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Table 4
MNL regression analysis of mix tweets.

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4 E.S.

Panel AAP

AN 0.159*** 0.120*** 0.372*** 0.329*** +
AO 0.353*** 0.344*** 0.358*** 0.329*** +
NO −0.314*** −0.290*** −0.146*** −0.143*** -
NU −0.226*** −0.235*** −0.246*** −0.262*** -
UA 0.364*** 0.338*** 0.218*** 0.186*** +
UO −0.321*** −0.272*** −0.453*** −0.432*** -
NAO 0.156*** 0.362*** +
NUA 0.145*** 0.182*** +
NUO −0.302*** −0.168*** -
UAO 0.034 −0.031 +
Const. −0.413*** −0.397*** 0.348*** 0.342***

Panel NDA

AN 0.213*** 0.209*** +
AO 0.004 −0.016 -
NO 0.168*** 0.147*** +
NU −0.020*** −0.027*** +
UA −0.147*** −0.152*** -
UO −0.132*** −0.160*** -
NAO 0.205*** +
NUA 0.037*** +
NUO 0.134*** +
UAO −0.064* -
Const. 0.760*** 0.738***

Panel UPA

AN −0.213*** −0.209*** -
AO −0.004 0.016 -
NO −0.168*** −0.147*** -
NU 0.020*** 0.027*** +
UA 0.147*** 0.152*** +
UO 0.132*** 0.160*** +
NAO −0.205*** -
NUA −0.037*** +
NUO −0.134*** +
UAO 0.064* +
Const. −0.760*** −0.738***

Panel OTH

AN −0.418*** −0.402*** −0.205*** −0.193*** -
AO 0.210*** 0.244*** 0.215*** 0.228*** +
NO 0.029*** 0.047*** 0.197*** 0.193*** +
NU −0.237*** −0.222*** −0.256*** −0.249*** -
UA −0.179*** −0.151*** −0.326*** −0.303*** -
UO 0.338*** 0.361*** 0.206*** 0.201*** +
NAO −0.331*** −0.126* +
NUA −0.253*** −0.217*** -
NUO −0.087*** 0.047** +
UAO −0.154* −0.218** +
Const. −1.244*** −1.191*** −0.484*** −0.453***

LR Chi2 18578.9*** 19727.2*** 18578.9*** 19727.9***
Pseudo R2 0.1506 0.1599 0.1506 0.1599

N = 51091; (two-tailed tests) | ES: Expected Sign of Coefficients.
***Indicate statistical significance at 0.1% level.
**Indicate statistical significance at 1% level.
*Indicate statistical significance at 5% level.
MNL estimation sets one of β (1), β (2), β (3), or β (4) to 0. If β (1)
=

0, the remaining coefficients β (2), β (3) and β (4) will measure the
change relative to the y = 1 group. Similarly, if we set β (2)

= 0,
the remaining coefficients will measure the change relative to
the y = 2 group. The coefficients will differ because they have
different interpretations, but the predicted probabilities for y = 1,
2, 3, and 4 will still be the same. So, it hardly matters whether we
are setting β (1)

= 0 or β (2)
= 0. If we set β (1)

= 0, the equation
becomes

Pr (y = 1) =
1

(2) (3) (4)
1 + eXβ + eXβ + eXβ

10
The relative probability of y = 2 to the base outcome is
Pr(y = 2)
Pr(y = 1)

= eXβ(2)

For the sake of clarity, we report our explanatory variables as
NU and NUA, respectively (where Party i1 = NDA, Party i2 = UPA,
and Party i3 = AAP). Likelihood Ratio Chi2 for all four models is
statistically significant at 0.1% level.

The four panels for the AAP, NDA, UPA, and OTH report the
propensity of mix tweeting patterns for their respective support-
ers. In other words, model 1 (for Hypothesis 1) and model 2 (for
both Hypotheses 1 and 2) in the AAP Panel (i.e., the first panel
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ample tweets from our gold standard.
User # Political leaning Selected user-specifica MIX Tweets from our Gold Standard Contextual interpretation

1 AAP supporter – RT @XYZ: Completely reject #CongBJPForeignFunded and choose honest
@ArvindKejriwal

Arvind Kejriwal & AAP
was against all other
parties– RT @XYZ: Criminal Candidates- Shiv Sena -80% BJP - 41.07% BSP - 28.57%

SP - 27.27% Cong - 23.88% can they provide clean politics?

2 NDA Supporter – RT @XYZ: NDA is firmly committed to creating a Skilled India, breaking
away from the Scam India under UPA’s misrule

Narendra Modi was the
Prime Ministerial
candidate of NDA– BJP releases Chargesheet against the misdeeds of the UPA Government

@narendramodi

3 OTH Supporter – AMMA the ultimatum for Tamil Nadu & India!!! Drastic Achievements at
short span despite noncooperation from looting Congress

A supporter of
Jayalalithaa & AIADMK–
a regional party– Jayalalithaa ends campaigning; says she is better than Narendra Modi

4 OTH Supporter – Mayawati Is Our Leader told u 100 times, i dont give a damn on ur Modi
okk!

A supporter of
Mayawati & BSP – a
regional party– If #Mayawati has her way, she is the only one capable of giving #Modi a

tough fight at both state and national level

5 UPA Supporter – RT @XYZ: BJP, S.P. and BSP has been in power in UP since 25 years, have
they provided you Employment? #RahulGandhi

Rahul Gandhi was the
leading campaigner of
Congress & UPA– RT @XYX: BJP does politics of hatred and anger, on the other hand

Congress believes in brotherhood and harmony: #RahulGandhi
aFor brevity we have reported ONLY two MIX tweets for these 5 representative users (out of our sample of 1033 users), but most of them have tweeted more than
10/12 MIX tweets.
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in Table 4) indicate the propensity of different categories of mix
tweets by AAP supporters. We have reported the coefficients with
their significance level in models 1 to 4. The signs and statistical
significance of these coefficients would reveal the relationship
between mix tweeting patterns and political leaning. Models 1
and 2 consider the NDA as a base category. Thus, the NDA Panel
is blank for models 1 and 2. We also repeat our analysis by
considering UPA as a base category in models 3 and 4. Hence,
the UPA Panel is blank for models 3 and 4.

The column labeled E.S. (expected signs) indicates the hypothe-
ized relationship between political sentiments and mix tweeting
atterns of supporters (as reported in Table 3). For example, we
ypothesized that APP supporters would have a higher propensity
‘+’ sign) to post mix tweets such as AN, UA, AO (Hypothesis 1a),
UA, NAO and UAO (Hypothesis 2a) and negative propensity (‘−’
ign) for other categories.
We observe that the coefficients (in Panel AAP) for categories

ike AN, UA, AO, (Hypothesis 1a) NUA, and NAO (Hypothesis 2a)
re positive and statistically significant at the 0.1% level. In con-
rast, the coefficients of NU, NO, UO (Hypothesis 1b) and NUO
Hypothesis 2b) are negative and statistically significant at the
.1% level. These results strongly support our predicted relation-
hip for AAP supporters. Similarly, we hypothesized that NDA
upporters would have a higher propensity (‘+’ sign) to post
ix tweets such as AN, NO, NU (Hypothesis 1a), NAO, NUA, and
AO (Hypothesis 2a) and negative propensity (‘−’ sign) for other
ategories. Accordingly, the model 4 of Panel NDA reports that
he coefficients of AN and NO are positive and significant at 0.1%
evel. Coefficients of UA and UO are negative and significant at the
.1% level. AO is negative (as hypothesized) but not significant.
e did not get support for NU. So, this pattern mostly confirms
ur Hypothesis 1a and 1b for NDA supporters. Subsequently, the
oefficients of NAO, NUA, and NAO are positive and significant
t the 0.1% level. Similarly, UAO is negative and statistically
ignificant at 5% level. This strongly confirms the Hypothesis 2a
nd 2b for NDA supporters. Our MNL analysis broadly confirms
ur hypotheses. Hence, we argue that in a multi-party context
ix tweeting patterns of users can predict their political leaning.

. Predicting political sentiments by using neural network-
ased models

Deep neural network-based architecture allows us to solve
omplex problems. Consequently, neural network-based architec-
ures are becoming popular for user-classification tasks that range
11
rom image processing to financial prediction. Prior studies have
mployed neural network-based analysis in the context of social
edia data [6]. In the domain of user identification, researchers
ave used neural network-based architecture, such as RNN, to
xplore mobile usage patterns of customers [65], aggressive be-
aviors of social media users [66], mobile user identification [67]
nd others. Hence, we have employed a neural network-based
lassification for our research problem. We would also like to
robe whether our approach is more accurate for a specific set
f political supporters or not.
Following this recent stream of research, we are employing a

ecurrent neural network (RNN), long short time memory (LSTM),
nd bidirectional LSTM (Bi-LSTM) for predicting the political lean-
ng of users. Generally, in the classical neural network setup,
ll inputs and outputs interact with each other independently.
owever, to understand the underlying meaning of data, we need
o consider models such as RNN, which holistically address this
spect. In addition to the input gate and output gate, LSTM also
as an additional forget gate. This additional forget gate makes
STM superior to other models. Bi-LSTMs are an extension of
raditional LSTMs. In some particular domains, Bi-LSTM is better
han classical LSTM. For our deep learning-based analysis, we
ave prepared a gold standard of 1033 users (385 AAP users, 290
DA users, 133 OTH users, and 225 UPA users). All of these users
ave posted multiple mix tweets.
Similar to the previous section, our output variable is the

abeled political sentiment of the user, and our input variables are
ser-level mix tweeting patterns i.e. Vi1 i2.j and Vi1 i2.i3.j. To prepare
ur gold standard, we have carefully considered the linguistic
ontent of the tweets of these users and manually annotated
heir political sentiments (refer to Table 5 for a few representa-
ive samples). Similar to [54], our annotation process considered
olarized topics which ‘require the user to side exclusively with
ne position’ and ‘polarized keywords’ to identify the polarized
sers. In the context of the 2017 French Presidential Election, [31]
onsidered the left-wing vis-à-vis right-wing hashtags in their
nalysis. Hence, we have also considered the usage of hashtags
y our users. Our final set of users has shown consistency in their
olitical orientation, i.e. their political sentiment was consistent
owards only one political ideology in our corpus.
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able 6
lassification accuracies for neural-network models.
Method Loss Accuracy

RNN 0.44 0.86
LSTM 0.48 0.82
Bi-LSTM 0.46 0.87

8.1. Results and discussion

We have performed training in batch sizes of 32 for all three
odels. We have used 80% of our gold-standard data for train-

ng (out of which 20% data was used for validation), and the
est unexposed 20% data for the testing purpose. Our setting
or the dropout layer is 0.5 for RNN, LSTM, and Bi-LSTM. The
ecurrent dropout for LSTM is also 0.5. For predicting the final
lass, we have considered softmax activation in our final clas-
ification layer. We use rmsprop as our optimizer for all these
odels. Results were broadly consistent across various model
yper-parameters. We report the best results here. Tables 6 and
report the accuracy and confusion matrix, respectively, for all

hese models. Interestingly, all our models have performed well
n predicting the political leaning of users. Our accuracy is in
he range of 82% to 87%. Bi-LSTM is our best performing model.
able 7 reveals that these models are consistent across parties.

. Conclusion and discussion

Nowadays, Twitter data are attracting information science re-
earchers for various socio-economic issues, such as electoral
nalysis [8]. A dominant theme of this stream of research is
dentifying the political sentiment of users. [4] also pointed out
hat existing sentiment analysis approaches are efficient for ex-
licitly expressed opinions and emotions, but not for implicitly
xpressed opinions and emotions. Our literature review also re-
eals that extant literature mostly considered this problem in
lectoral contexts as a binary classification task and tested their
roposed approach in a two-party context like republican versus
emocratic supporters in the USA. However, [19,22] argued that
lectoral analysis, in a multi-party context, such as India, is not
binary classification task. Hence, our paper has attempted to
ddress this.
We set our study in the Indian electoral context. We have em-

loyed multinomial logistic regression as well as neural network-
ased models to probe the political opinions of users. Specifically,
e have explored the mix tweet that has jointly mentioned
ore than one party. Our study demonstrates that user-level mix

weeting patterns can predict the political opinion of voters. Our
esearch has elucidated the significance of mix tweets in a multi-
arty context. To the best of our knowledge, none of the prior
tudies considered mix tweets in the political domain. Hence,
emonstrating the relevance of the mix-tweeting pattern as an
nput feature for user classification is the core contribution of our
tudy.
12
9.1. Theoretical contributions

A supporter of Party A can post appreciative (i.e. positive
sentiment) tweets for Party A and criticizes (i.e. negative tweets)
Party B. Simple aggregate-level volumetric analysis will ignore
these nuances. Our corpus also reveals that a significant por-
tion of users post complicated comparative tweets where they
evaluate one party in comparison to another party. However,
prior studies have suggested to ignore tweets that have jointly
mentioned more than one party [16]. We find that the political
sentiments of users are not ‘explicitly’ expressed in her mix
tweeting pattern. On the theoretical front, we have attempted
to combine commonsense computing and linguistics to decipher
the political opinions of social media users. Following [4,39],
we used our contextual knowledge to investigate the ‘implicitly’
expressed political sentiment of a user through her mix tweeting
pattern in the Indian context. In short, we have attempted ‘to
predict which party, if any, the user is most likely to vote for’
from their mix tweeting pattern [49]. None of the prior studies
considered the intricate user-level mix tweeting pattern as an
input variable. Our paper has demonstrated the dominance of mix
tweets in the political discourse and relevance of mix tweets in
probing the political opinions of users. This is the core theoretical
contribution and originality of our study. On the methodological
front, we did not come across any study which has employed both
multinomial logistic regression and neural network models for
user-classification. Neural network models are incredibly efficient
for user-classification tasks, but regression analysis allows us to
interpret the causal relations between variables. Hence, future
studies can also consider this combined approach to have a fine-
grained understanding of the user’s sentiment. Understanding
the causal relationship is extremely crucial for the practical ap-
plication of our approach, which we elucidate in the following
section.

9.2. Managerial and social implications

Our opinion mining approach can be generalized beyond the
electoral context, and this can have several practical implications.
For instance, within an industry, there can be multiple com-
petitors, but all of them are not competing for the same set of
customers. Hence, competing brands can be classified in differ-
ent clusters, and these clusters are commonly known as strate-
gic groups in management literature. Sometimes these strategic
groups are apparent. For example, in the automobile industry,
high-end cars such as Ferrari, Lamborghini, and Porsche will be
in one cluster, whereas Mercedes and BMW will be in another
group. Subsequently, popular cars such as Toyota, Ford, General
Motors, Chrysler, Honda, etc. will come in another cluster. Users
often compare two similar offerings in their product reviews
and jointly mention them in the product review. We argue that
investigating these mix reviews will help us to identify the strate-
gic clusters within an industry. Probably, a user will not jointly
mention Lamborghini and Honda. However, it will be challeng-
ing to predict ex-ante whether Toyota, Ford, General Motors,
Table 7
Confusion matrix for neural-network models.

True Label True Label True Label

AAP NDA OTH UPA AAP NDA OTH UPA AAP NDA OTH UPA

Pr
ed

ic
te
d

La
be

l AAP 37% 2% 0% 0% 32% 2% 1% 1% 33% 1% 0% 0%

NDA 1% 18% 0% 2% 3% 21% 1% 1% 2% 24% 0% 3%

OTH 0% 0% 10% 0% 1% 0% 9% 1% 2% 1% 10% 0%

UPA 0% 6% 1% 21% 2% 4% 0% 20% 0% 1% 0% 19%

RNN Model LSTM Model Bi-LSTM Model
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hrysler, Honda, and Nissan are in the same cluster, or there
re sub-clusters. Thus, investigating joint mentioning of brands in
he context of product reviews, which can range from alcoholic
everages to auto manufactures, will help us to answer — who
ompetes with whom? Whether Samsung mobiles are competing
ith iPhones or Xiaomi mobiles? Possibly, a rigorous analysis
ill reveal that high-end Samsung phones compete with iPhone,
hereas Xiaomi is a threat to their low-end phones. Similarly, in
he context of a sports tournament, supporters frequently refer
o other competing teams on the Twitter platform [58]. Thus,
ix-tweet analysis in a multi-team context can answer – who
upports whom? Knowing this fanbase is crucial – especially if we
onsider the phenomenal sports merchandise-related business
pportunities [58]. For instance, a significant portion of revenues
f football clubs, such as F.C. Barcelona or Real Madrid C.F., comes
rom their sports merchandise such as the team’s jerseys. Fans
isplay their loyalties by wearing team jerseys, and they become
alking billboards for corporate sponsors, such as Adidas or Nike.

dentifying the potential supporter base would lead to a win–win
ituation for sports clubs and their corporate sponsors.
In the electoral context, analyzing mix tweets can aid political

arties to identify their closest competitor. Accordingly, political
arties can decide their campaign strategies. Additionally, this
roposed approach will also help political parties to identify
heir support base. Efficient user-classification will help politi-
al parties to segment the electorate, and subsequently, these
arties can employ targeted political campaign. However, it is
lso worth noting that user-classification can also have adverse
ocial implications. For instance, the social media data breach
ssue during the 2016 U.S. Presidential election raised various
thical concerns. Thus, extracting publicly available tweets of
oters, and subsequently analyzing their political orientation can
otentially lead to violation of data privacy rights. So, informa-
ion science researchers need to maintain the delicate balance
etween academic pursuits and ethical concerns. We have con-
ciously masked the identity of all users in our reported findings
o ensure data privacy concerns.

.3. Limitations and future scope of work

As we noted earlier, one major limitation of prior electoral
tudies was disproportionate participation on the Twitter plat-
orm [27]. A few active users drive the entire discussion, and
he majority prefers to remain quiet. For example, 77% of our
sers posted less than 10 tweets during our entire study period.
n the context of disproportionate participation, [36] noted that
redicting political opinions is a challenging task for ‘those who
arely discuss politics’. [27] also pointed out that the ‘validity of
he generalizations that one can make from that potential data
ource is conditional on our ability to overcome the limitations
rising from the fact that participation, at least in the political
iscussion on this platform, is not homogeneously distributed
mong users’. Similarly, our approach also requires multiple mix
weets from a specific user to predict her political orientation
ccurately. We have collected data for nearly two months. Thus,
ur study period allowed us to crawl multiple tweets from a
articular user, and we have successfully analyzed their mix
weeting pattern. However, our proposed methodology will not
e an appropriate approach for inactive users or for an event that
s temporal.

In the domain of sentiment analysis, one stream of researchers
s arguing that multiple modalities offer better insights in com-
arison to only text or visual data [68]. Multiple languages [69,
0], and modalities [71], such as texts, images, videos, and social
inks, are related to each other in the context of social media.
nterestingly, in the 2016 U.S. Presidential election, both Clinton
13
and Trump have aggressively used images and videos through
the online mobile photo-sharing platform Instagram [44]. Thus, it
would be interesting to consider multiple languages and modal-
ities in the political domain. However, the scope of our paper, as
well as lack of relevant data, did not allow us to probe this yet,
but we leave it to future work.
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